Welcome to the world of Toy Story. As soon as the doors close behind any departing humans, the toys come out to play! Woody the cowboy, Buzz Lightyear, Hamm the pig, Mr. Potato Head, and all the others lead active--sometimes overly active--lives when humans aren't looking. Whether squabbling over turf, fending off dangerous new arrivals, or discovering that they are just toys, this incredible, somewhat motley crew will delight one and all. Fans of the Disney movie will devour this essential guide, which provides an inside look at the whole Toy Story gang. Discover what the innards of Woody's pull-string voice box look like. Peer inside the Pizza Planet rocket with a detailed cross section of this deep-dish pepperoni proton-powered flying machine. Learn about Woody's past as hero of the high-ridinest, rootin-tootinest 1950s television show of all time. Packed with photos and illustrations of the characters and settings, the guide clues readers in to some hilarious and fascinating background information about this popular and surprisingly touching film. A must for any Toy Story buff! (Ages 6 to 12) --Emilie Coulter

My Personal Review:
Having got the special three DVD set of Toy Story (the extras on the third DVD are stunning) I wanted a book that was a reference guide to the characters from both movies. This is just the book I was looking for. Each spread has a character or place, nicely designed with large cutouts and smaller pictures (some a bit dark though) and captions. The pages on the thirteen episodes of Woody's Roundup and Bullseye, Jessie and Prospector are fascinating because they show merchandising items from the 1957 TV show, a cereal box, card game, comics, alarm clock, LP record, lunch box and themos etc are all designed with pictures and typography from the fifties. The attention to detail is one reason why I loved the movies and this book lets you enjoy the show without watching it on TV. Kids and their parents will both enjoy this book.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Toy Story: The Essential Guide (Dk Essential Guides) by Glenn Dakin - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!